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Introduction
Radiation transport codes are needed to predict mechanical and electrical radiation effects from x-and "/-rays in hostile environments. In the absence of underground nuclear testing, such predictive capability is needed more than ever. Mechanical effects in materials result from shock waves that are generated by rapid and non-uniform energy deposition from x-and y-rays incident on materials. Electrical effects are caused by the transport of photo-Compton electrons in structures, devices, and connecting cables. Computer codes are needed to predict energy-and chargedeposition distributions and electron emission.
Monte Carlo radiation transport is ideally suited for modeling complex geometries required for certification of weapons components, and Monte Carlo codes have proven very effective for predicting energydeposition distributions and mechanical effects [ 1 ] . However, Monte Carlo methods are not as effective for predicting electrical effects, since electrical effects depend on the net motion of charge, which may be nearly zero, especially for hardened systems. For Monte Carlo to accurately model the charge deposition and transport needed to determine electrical effects on a complex geometry requires massive computer resources.
Deterministic methods, such as the method described here, are much more efficient than Monte Carlo for computing charge depositions for hardened electrical systems.
This report describes analyses based on a two-dimensional spatial domain, meshed with triangles. A two-dimensional code is useful for applications where the solution is only weakly dependent on one of the spatial variables, such as for computing system-generated electromagnetic pulse (SGEMP) in cables. A twodimensional code is also a useful intermediate step toward a general-geometry three-dimensional code.
This report describes the details of the mathematical foundation of the computer code, and a listing of the structs and function prototypes of the code is included in the Appendix. The Appendix also gives a high-level overview of the functioning of the code. This report includes the results of several benchmarks designed to test the methodology and coding, and a report that thoroughly benchmarks the complete photon-electronpositron transport capabilities of the code for general geometries will be released at a later date.
Background
The linear Boltzmann transport equation provides a mathematical description of physical processes involving the motion of microscopic particles through a host medium. There are many examples of such processes, including the diffusion of neutrons in a nuclear reactor, the radiative transfer of light in the atmosphere, the scattering of photons or neutrons in a radiation shield, and the motion of electrons in semiconductor devices.
The theory of particle transport is different from theories based on continuum mechanics, such as electromagnetism or fluid mechanics, in that the transport of particles through a host medium is a random process, instead of a deterministic process. Therefore, the result of a transport calculation is a probability density distribution, which is the expected number of particles in a given phase space: the number of particles per unit of volume, solid angle, energy, and time.
The balance relation describing the motion in space, angle, and energy of particles such as neutrons, photons, or electrons is the linear, steady-state Boltzmann transport equation [Z] , 0 . V@ + ot(r, E)@(r, Q, E ) = os(r, po, E' -+ E)@(r, O', E')dCk'dE' + Q(r, O, E), (1) where ot(r, E) is the total cross section, @(r, 0, E) is the particle fluence, Ps(r, po, E' -+ E) is the scattering cross section, which is the probability of scattering between different directions and energies, and Q(r, Q, E) is a specified external particle source distribution. The independent variables are: the spatial position r, the particle direction 0, and the particle energy E. po is the cosine between the pre-and postscattered directions. This report is concerned with the method for discretizing Eq. (1) over the independent variables and with the numerical solution for the particle fluence over the resulting mesh. The energy dependence is handled with a standard multigroup treatment, integrating Eq. (1) over successive energy groups and solving the resulting equations iteratively from the highest energy group to the lowest. Multiple particle species (photons, electrons and positrons) are handled by concatenating the energy groups for all of the particle types, and then by solving over the source-particle energy groups and then successively over the remaining particle species. Problems with upscattering or full coupling between particle species require an additional outer iteration The angular dependence in Eq. (1) is handled by a standard discrete ordinates treatment, where the solution is specified at a discrete set of angles, and the angle integration is replaced by a quadrature sum. The angular dependence of the scattering cross sections is approximated by expanding the cross sections in a finite Legendre-polynomial approximation.
The spatial dependence is handled by a finite-elements method (FEM) treatment of a two-dimensional mesh of triangles. A typical PI-& mesh of a coaxial cable cross section is shown in Fig. 1 . The code is currently based on E M applied to a mesh from a Prom model.
Because of the first-order spatial derivative term, the Boltzmann transport operator is neither symmetric nor positive definite. In order to develop a more efficient solution algorithm, Eq.
(1) is modified by extracting the even-and odd-parity components of the particle fluence and then by solving for the two components separately. The advantage of the approach is that the FEM discretization then results in a symmetric positivedefinite linear system, which can be efficiently solved with a parallel, preconditioned conjugate gradients algorithm.
loop.
Although Eq.
(1) is quite adequate for modeling neutral particle transport, the equation, as it stands, is not very efficient for modeling charged particle transport. However, this form of the transport equation can be used to efficiently model charged-particle transport by using Goudsmit-Saunderson modified electron and positron cross sections [3] , which enable modeling of charged particles without an explicit continuous slowing down (CSD) term for many problems of interest. The next phase of this work will involve including an explicit CSD term (6 (SQ) where S is the stopping power) into EQ. (1).
Discretization of the Energy Dependence
The energy dependence is handled by integrating the Boltzmann equation over successive energy groups, and separating the known down-scattering source component from the unknown self-scattering source, resulting in the multigroup form of the equation,
where g is the energy group index. The unknown self-scatter portion of the source term has been moved to the left hand side, so that everything on the right hand side is known from the solutions at the previous energy groups. EQ. (2) is solved over successive energy groups from highest to lowest. For problems with multiple particle species, source particles are computed first, followed by the non-source particles. For problems with upscattering or full coupling between particle species, the equation is solved by iterating over all of the groups, until convergence. This is a standard and well-tested approach for handling particle energy dependence. 
Even-Parity Equation
Within a given energy group, the transport equation depends upon space and angle, with the angles coupled together by the scattering source integral. Because of the streaming term, IR . VCP, which is first order in space, the transport equation is non-symmetric and non-positive-definite. Applying FEM directly to the transport equation is ineffective, since the resulting linear system is also non-symmetric and non-positivedefinite. The equation can be more conveniently solved by extracting the symmetric and antisymmetric components of the particle fluence, resulting in two coupled equations, which are partial differential equations (PDEs) that are second order in space. This is known as the evedodd parity formulation of the transport equation [4] . The advantage of the evedodd parity formulation is that the resulting linear system is symmetric and positive definite, so that very powerful solutions methods, such as conjugate-gradients, can be applied to their solution. Furthermore, powerful parallel linear-equation solvers, such as Aztec [S] , can be directly applied to solving the linear system efficiently on massively parallel computers.
A further advantage of this approach is that, by taking advantage of symmetry in angle, only half of the directions need to be solved, reducing the size of the resulting linear system by half. Furthermore, the evedodd parity equations are self-adjoint in space and angle.
By including the (known) downscatter source into the external distributed source term and dropping the group indices, Eq. (2) can be written,
. V@(r,
s where @(r, 0) is the particle fluence, at(r) is the total cross section, which is the probability per unit path length of particle interaction, o,(r, 0' . 0) is the scattering cross section, which is the probability per unit path length of scattering between different directions, and Q(r, 0) is a known particle source distribution.
The independent variables are: r, the spatial position and S2, the particle direction. The boundary conditions specify the particle fluence for all incoming directions on the boundary,
where n is the unit outward normal on the boundary, and @b(r, S2) is a specified function. 'he scattering and total cross sections are assumed to satisfy' @(r, 0) =@b(r, a), for 0 . n < 0, f or r E aV, Jas(r,0'.n)ci0' < ot(r).
(5)
This condition is needed to guarantee that the linear system is positive definite, as will be shown later in this report.
By reversing the sign of the direction vector, Eq. (3) can be written equivalently as
Two new functions, @+ and @-are defined as follows, which extract the symmetric and anti-symmetric components of @ (r , 0) , (7) Similarly, even and odd parity functions are defined for the scattering cross section and distributed source terms. There are cases where this assumption is not satisfied, e.g. fission and (n,2n) neutron interactions, but this condition is satisfied for many problems of interest. and Eq. (15) can be easily solved for @-(r, Q),
sa(
where the inverse of the odd-parity scattering operator, GI1, is assumed to exist. Some specific forms of the scattering operators and their inverses will be described later in this report. Eq. (16) is substituted into Eq.
(14) resulting in the even-parity form of the transport equation,
2 Even-Parity Boundary Conditions
Boundary conditions for the even-parity equation are obtained from the boundary conditions for the firstorder equation, Eq. (4). @b(r, St) is the specified boundary condition for the first-order fluence, which is defined for all incoming directions. For incoming directions,
(18) and for outgoing directions, the boundary conditions are determined by replacing the direction vector by its inverse,
Solving Eqs. (18) and (19) for @-(.,a), and substituting the result into Eq. (16) yields the boundary conditions for @+ (r , 0) ,
Whereas the boundary conditions for the first-order form of the transport equation are specified only for incoming directions, the boundary conditions for the even-parity form of the equation are specified both for incoming and outgoing directions. This results in the proper number of boundary conditions for the evenparity transport equation, which is second order in space.
3 Odd-Parity Equation
The odd-parity equation can be derived analogously with the derivation of the even-parity equation, or may be obtained simply by interchanging +'s and -'s in the even-parity equation, Eq. (17),
Odd-Parity Boundary Conditions
An expression for the even-parity fluence, @+(r, Q), in terms of the odd-parity fluence is obtained from Eq. (18) and (19) for @+(r, Q), and substituting the result into Eq. (22) gives the boundary condition for the odd-parity equation, f @-(r, Q)+GTIQ. V+-= -@b(r, qS'2)+G;1Q+(r, R), for S t . n 2 0, for r E dV. (23) Note that the boundary conditions for the odd-parity equation cannot be obtained from those for the evenparity equation by interchanging +'s and -'s. This is because the even-parity fluence is symmetric in angle, while the odd-parity fluence is antisymmetric in angle, so the boundary term is slightly different for the odd-parity equation. @(r, Q) = -GTIQ. V@-+ GTIQf(r, Q).
(22)
Symmetry and Positive Definiteness of the Even and Odd Parity Operators
To show that an operator, C, is symmetric, it is necessary to show that (f,Cg) = (Cf,9) ,
for all f and g, where the inner product for real functions is defined as the integral over space and angle,
To show positive definiteness, it is necessary to show that (f,Lf) > 0, for all f .
Even-Parity Equation
From Eq. (17), the even parity transport operator, L+, is defined as
It is first shown that the even-parity scattering operator, G+, is symmetric and positive definite, and then the symmetry and positive definiteness of the even parity transport operator, L+, follow directly.
Even-Parity Scattering Operator
The even-parity scattering operator is with the restriction that the integral of the scattering cross section over angle is strictly less than the total cross section, / a,(r, 52' a)cwt' < at(r>.
(29)
Symmetry is shown by interchanging the angle-integration parameters and recognizing that Symmetry the scattering and total cross sections are real.
Positive Definiteness ity, which is Positive definiteness follows from an application of the Cauchy-Schwartz inequal-
From the definition of the even-parity scattering operator, By the Cauchy-Schwa inequality,
Interchanging the angular integration variables in the first square root term results in
(36) where the last inequality follows from the assumed relationship between the total and scattering cross sections, Eq. (29). Therefore, positive definiteness is guaranteed only for the strict inequality condition, Eq.
(29).
Odd-Parity
The odd-parity scattering operator is
Symmetry the scattering and total cross sections are real.
Symmetry is shown by interchanging the angle-integration parameters and recognizing that .
Interchanging the angular integration variables in the first square root term results in 
Even Parity Transport Operator
The even parity transport operator is
Symmetry is shown by two applications of the divergence theorem and including the vacuum
with vacuum boundary conditions f f(r, R)+K'R.
= 0, for R . n 2 0.
Symmetry boundary conditions,
One application of the divergence theorem results in
If
Applying vacuum boundary conditions for g in the surface integral term results in
A second application of the divergence theorem results in
Applying vacuum boundary conditions for f in the first surface integral term results in Positive Definiteness Applying the divergence theorem and vacuum boundary conditions results in
Since the scattering operators, 6+ and 9-, are positive definite, their inverses are also positive definite. Therefore, L+ is also positive definite.
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Odd-Parity Equation
From Eq. (21), the odd-parity transport operator, L-, is defined as
.
Symmetry and positive definiteness of the odd-parity transport operator follow from the positive definiteness of the scattering operators, G+ and G-, analogously with the even-parity operator.
Derivation of the Weak Form of the EvedOdd-Parity Equations
As a first step in developing the FEM equations, the weak forms of the equations are derived. This is done by multiplying by a weight function, u(r), integrating over the spatial domain, applying the divergence theorem, and then applying the boundary conditions.
Even-Parity Equation
The even-parity equation, E@. (17), multiplied by a weight function and integrated over the spatial domain is
where the surface integrals are integrated over the problem boundary. After including the boundary conditions, the weak form of the even-parity transport equation is, (r, TO) . nlds, n 2 0. (59) Note that the boundary source term of the odd-parity equation is slightly different from that of the even-parity equation.
The computer code is based on solving Eq. (56) and (59), which are the weak forms of the even-and oddparity equations, respectively. The computational procedure is to specify a form for the scattering operators and to specify interpolation functions, and then to discretize the weak form over the E M mesh of the spatial domain and the angular quadrature set. This procedure results in a large, symmetric, positive-definite linear system that is solved in parallel with the Aztec software. The following sections of the report contain detailed information on how this procedure is carried out.
Specific Forms of the Scattering Cross Section
At this point it is convenient to introduce explicit forms for the scattering cross section. With these explicit expressions, we will be ready to develop the discrete ordinates finite-elements solution of the evenand odd-parity equations.
General Anisotropic Scattering
The angular dependence of the scattering cross sections are generally handled by a truncated Legendre polynomial expansion. The scattering cross section can be exactly represented by an infinite-order Legendre polynomial expansion,
1=0
The even and odd components of the scattering cross section extract the even and odd Legendre components, 
For isotropic scattering, the odd-parity scattering cross section is zero, since the odd-parity scattering cross section is antisymmetric, 
Discrete Ordinates FEM Analyses
In a discrete-ordinates formulation, the angular variable is replaced by a finite set of discrete directions, and the angular integrals are replaced by quadrature sums. The one-dimensional version of the code has built-in Gauss and Lobatto quadrature sets, of orders from 2 to 32. Gauss quadrature is more accurate than Lobatto, while Lobatto quadrature has a direction that is normal to the boundary, which is useful for simulating normally-incident sources. The two-dimensional version of the code has built in quadrature sets of orders from 2 to 16, which were taken from TWODANT.
The spatial domain is approximated by the FEM, where the domain is partitioned into finite elements, and a set of interpolation functions, &(r), is defined for approximating the dependent variable within each finite element. Using a Galerkin FEM treatment, the weight functions, u(r), are the same as the interpolation functions, 
The boundary values, +: , , ,
, are the specified values of the boundary conditions at the FEM nodes on the external boundary, and also coqtribute to the right hand side of the linear system. The strategy is to substitute these expressions, Eqs. (75-77), for the even-and odd-parity fluences, distributed sources, and boundary values, into the weak forms of the even-and odd-parity equations and to solve for the coefficients, &m,n. The result of this process is a large, symmetric, positive-definite linear system, the size of which is the number of directions, M, in the quadrature set multiplied by the number of nodes in the FEM mesh. The resulting linear system is solved in parallel by using the Aztec software.
In order to do this, discrete forms of the scattering operators, G+ and G-, are needed. Since material data are constant within an element, the spatial dependence of the scattering operators is dropped. The discreteordinates form of the scattering operators are The volume integrals are carried out over the element volumes. Specifying the range of the surface integrals is a little more complicated. An element boundary is either a part of the external boundary of the spatial domain, or else an internal boundary. The surface integrals are carried out only over those element boundaries that are a part of the external boundary of the problem and not over the internal boundaries. This is because the surface integrals in the weak forms of the equations are carried out only over the external boundary of the spatial domain.
2 Odd-Parity FEM Weak Form
Substituting these expressions for the fluence and distributed source into the weak fom of the odd-parity equation results in From the foregoing analysis, it is evident that forming the element matrices, whose coefficients are computed from Eqs. (82) and (83), and assembling over all of the elements is quite complicated. However, the element matrices are based upon a smaller number of base matrices, which are easier to analyze. From E@ (82) and Eq. (83), four base matrices contain the spatial information, three involving integrals over the spatial elements, a m . V$,(r)Qm) . V$n/(r)dr, I1 = J, 2 2 = J, :m. v+n(r>+n)(r)dr, 3 3 = Jv, +n(r)+n/(r)dr, and one involving a surface integral over the external boundary of the spatial domain, Again, it is important to emphasize that the surface integral in Eq. (85) is carried out only over the portion of the element boundary that is also a part of the external boundary of the spatial domain, so that for internal elements that do not share a portion of the external boundary the surface integral component will be zero.
FEM Analyses for Specific Interpolation Functions
It is these equations, Eq. (82) and Eq. (83) , that are solved to determine the coefficients of the even-and odd-parity fluences, 4zm,n and q5&,.
Once these coefficients are known, the even-and odd-parity fluences are known over the entire spatial domain, at the discrete directions that are included in the discrete-ordinates quadrature set. At this point, it is useful to consider some specific sets of interpolation functions, beginning with one-dimensional linear and quadratic interpolation functions, and then considering two-dimensional linear triangular interpolation functions.
Coordinate ans sf or mat ions
Rather than carrying out the integrals over the actual spatial elements, it is more convenient to perform the integrals over a master element, which is defined in a specific coordinate system, and then perform a coordinate transformation to relate the integral over the master element to that over the actual element. The transformations involve the Jacobian matrix, J , and the determinant of the Jacobian matrix, IJI. Two relations between the integrals in the two coordinate systems are particularly useful [7] , and J J where r are the spatial coordinates in the FEM system, and P are the coordinates in the master system. These relationships will be used later.
One-Dimensional Analyses
In a one-dimensional domain, there is a single spatial variable, z, and a single directional variable, p, which is the direction cosine relative to the positive z axis. The range of p is -1 < p < 1. The even-parity fluence is symmetric in angle and the odd-parity fluence is anti-symmetric in angle, so that only half of the angular range needs to be modeled, for example, -1 < p < 0, which is the angular range considered here. In one spatial dimension, the Legendre polynomial of the scattering cosine takes a particularly simple form, the product of the Legendre polynomials of the two direction cosines separately. The one-dimensional discrete-ordinates form of the scattering operators are 
Even-Parity Weak Form
The onedimensional version of the even-parity weak form is
Odd-Parity Weak Form
Substituting these expressions for the fluence and distributed source into the element weak form of the oddparity equation results in 
f(s) = f l + l ( S ) + f2+2(s).
The equations relating the element coordinates to the master coordinates are
where h is the element width. The Jacobian of the coordinate transformation from the master element to a general element is [7] In a two-dimensional domain there are two spatial variables, 2 and y, and it is assumed that the functions are independent of z. The angular domain is specified by the three direction cosines along each of the unit axes, pzr p9, and pz. Because the even-parity fluence is symmetric in angle and the odd-parity fluence is anti-symmetric in angle, only one quadrant of the angular domain needs to be modeled, for example, and Identities related to the azimuthal angle are as follows, 
Scattering Operators
With these identities, the scattering operators are 
f where the surface integrals are carried out over the external boundary of the spatial domain.
Odd-Parity FEM Weak Form
Substituting these expressions for the fluence and distributed source into the weak form of the odd-parity equation results in
Linear Interpolation Functions
A triangular element includes three nodes and, therefore, three linear interpolation functions. The nth interpolation function, pn(r), is 1 at node n and 0 at the other two nodes. Fig. 2 shows a typical triangular element, with the coordinates of the three nodes shown. The area of the element and the interpolation functions can be conveniently developed as the determinants of simple 3x3 matrices. The area, A, of an element can be computed from 
Master 'ikiangular Element
The elemental integrations can be more conveniently carried out based on a master triangular element [7] . The integrations are then transformed to integrations over the actual elements by including the Jacobian matrix of the transformation. Fig. 3 shows a master triangular element, where s and t are the independent variables, ' t The nodes are numbered as listed in Table 1, node  1  2  3 For the master triangular element, the linear interpolation functions are quite simple,
f(s,t) = fl$l(%t) + f2$2(S,t) + f 3 + 3 ( S , t ) .
and
A general function is approximated by
The equations relating the element coordinates to the master coordinates are ( 122) and the inverse Jacobian matrix is, and the determinant of J is where A is the area of the element. There are four base matrices that need to be computed, with elements computed from,
and With th identiti th integral terms && be determined fairly easily uter products of terms involving the interpolation functions. The outer product of two vectors, @ and cp. is defined as The following identity is useful for completing the derivation of the base matrices,
2A
Using these identities, the base matrix, 11, for linear interpolation functions is
where A is the area of the real element, and the area of the master triangular element is 4.
and the base matrix, 1 3 , is
Boundary Terms
The components of the base matrices, 14, resulting from the boundary integrals are computed as follows. The numbering convention used here is that side i is opposite node i. The length of side i is given by
where the indices are computed from and where mod is the modulus operator.
The unit outward normal of side i is given by 
Vacuum Regions
For vacuum regions interior to the problem geometry, crt = 0, so the inverses of the scattering operators do not exist. The development of the even-and odd-parity equations breaks down in this situation. Internal vacuum regions have not yet been incorporated into the code.
Benchmarking
In this section the convergence rate of the error due to the spatial and angular approximations of the code will be investigated by analyzing several simple test problems, where analytic solutions are available. In this section, the spatial error will be investigated, and in the succeeding section, the error due to the angular approximation will be investigated, and finally, a comparison will be given with a measured electron energydeposition profile. The L2 norm of the spatial error is where f(r) is the exact solution, and F(r) is an approximate solution.
is compared with the theoretical convergence rate. The theoretical error obeys the relation, As a check on the computational method and the coding, the convergence rate of the computational result E 5 chT, (139) where r is the convergence rate, h is the maximum element size, which is a parameter ROE uses to determine the triangularization of the spatial domain, and c is a positive constant. The theoretical convergence rate for FEM with linear interpolation functions is 2, and that for quadratic interpolation functions is 3.
Unless otherwise noted, the Aztec tolerance is set to
where dk) is the residual at the kth conjugate gradient iteration. For some of the comparisons presented below, the error norm is small enough that the Aztec tolerance had to be reduced below lo-'. For unit isotropic scattering and unit total cross section, ffs = ut = 1, the equations, boundary conditions, and solutions are listed in the following tables. For this example, the odd-parity equation is undefined, since the inverse of the even-parity scattering operator is undefined. The odd-parity fluence can be computed from the derivative of the even-parity fluence, with a loss of accuracy: Because the analytic solution of the even-parity fluence is quadratic, using quadratic interpolation functions results in essentially perfect computation of the quadratic even-parity fluence, for any number of elements. 
Wo-Dimensional Spatial Domain
For a source uniform across bottom, y = 0, and right side, x = 1, the equations, boundary conditions, and analytic solutions are given in the following tables. Because there is no scattering, the only direction that needs to be considered is the source direction. In the opposite direction, the even-parity fluence is the same as that in the source direction, and the odd-parity fluence is the same in magnitude w i t h the opposite sign as that in the source direction. The gradient term in the boundary condition is Although the analytic solution is continuous, there is a discontinuity in the derivative for z + y = 1, so quadratic convergence is not obtained for this problem. The L2 norm showed sub-linear convergence. W i t h a slight change in the boundary conditions, however, a solution with continuous derivatives is obtained, which exhibits the expected convergence rate. The modified boundary conditions and analytic solutions are shown in the following tables. where F(r, 0) is an approximate solution. However, for a discrete ordinates treatment in angle, the approximate solution is known only at the quadrature points, so this expression cannot be calculated. The following three error norms can be calculated and will be compared, For isotropic scattering, the scattering cross section, us, is proportional to the total cross section,
where c is the scattering ratio, which is in the range, 0 5 c < 1. For isotropic scattering and unit total cross section, the even-parity transport equation is 1 Gauss Point per Angle Mesh 
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where dk) is the residual at the kth conjugate gradient iteration.
The three error norms are for one and two Gauss points per angle mesh are as follows. Using one Gauss point per angle mesh results in quadratic convergence, and using two Gauss points per angle mesh results in fourth-order convergence, since one-point Gauss quadrature integrates linear terms exactly, and two-point Gauss quadrature integrates up to cubic terms exactly. 
Lockwood Data
Lockwood et al. [8] used a calorimetric technique to measure energy-deposition profiles in one-dimensional geometries for electron sources. In this section we compare the results of one of their sets of measurements with FEM modeling. The reported experimental uncertainties are less than a few percent. The problem considered here is that of 1-MeV normally incident on aluminum. The parameters for the FEM modeling are: 40 electron energy groups, no coupling with photons, P-15 Legendre expansion of the scattering cross section angular dependence, S-16 angular quadrature, 50 uniform spatial elements, with quadratic interpolation functions. The comparison between calculation and experiment is shown in Fig. 9 , w i t h excellent agreement. 
Discussion
The solver is currently based on a Pro/E triangular mesh of a two-dimensional region. Extension to threedimensional, unstructured tetrahedrons would be straightforward, resulting in double the number of discrete directions and increasing the number of FEM nodes. The structure of the code would not need to be changed a great deal, although the size of the problem will increase greatly. Compatibility with other mesh generation software (IDEAS) is currently under way.
Modeling photon transport with EQ. (1) is straightforward. However, modeling electron transport with Eq.
(1) requires specially modified electron cross sections [3] . The reference describes a Goudsmit-Saunderson modification to CEPXS electron cross sections [9] , resulting in electron cross sections that are compatible with neutral-particle transport codes. For some applications, this method requires a very high order Legendre expansion of the electron cross sections, which is inefficient. A better approach would be to include a CSD term directly in the transport equation, and this modification is currently under way.
The two-dimensional FEM analysis is currently based on linear-continuous interpolation functions, which are fairly inaccurate in regions with steep gradients in the solution, which are common in radiation transport problems. Inclusion of either quadratic or linear-discontinuous interpolation functions is needed. Quadratic interpolation functions have already been included in a 1-D version of the code, and inclusion in the twodimensional code would be straightforward. Lineardiscontinuous interpolation functions would require a more significant modification to the code, and 1-D analyses are currently under way to evaluate the effectiveness of using linear-discontinuous interpolation functions.
The conjugate-gradients iterations in the current version of the code converge fairly slowly, since the only preconditioning included so far is point Jacobi. More effective preconditioning and acceleration techniques are currently being investigated. double ***even_parity-fluence, double ***oddqarity-fluence, double **fluence, double *total-fluence, double *energy-deposition, double *charge-deposition, double **dose, double **cdep) ;
